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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. PLAINS DAYTIME SUNNY

The sun shines down on the wild plains, as the garbage truck

drives on the rocky roads, causing it to SHAKE along the

way.

CUT TO

INT. GARBAGE LAND GARBAGE TRUCK MOVING

In the front of the garbage truck Jeffery is driving the

truck, with Golda sitting in the front passenger seat

feeling the shaking of the garbage truck.

GOLDA ZEVEL

Wow this is some bumpy ride. How do

you guys deal with this?

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

We just got to make the best of it.

GOLDA ZEVEL

How do you guys make the best of

things, if things around you aren’t

what you expected?

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

We just have to look for the

positive things in life, and look

away from the negatives. Speaking

of which I believe you will enjoy

the back of the truck.

Golda stands up from her seat and walks to the back of the

garbage truck.

CUT TO

INT. GARBAGE LAND GARBAGE TRUCK BACK OF THE TRUCK

MELLOW FLUTE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Golda pulls

open the curtain to the back of the truck. In the back of

the truck Skippy and Brendon are playing a video game, and

Dotty is eating some potato chips.

(CONTINUED)
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DOTTY

(food in his mouth)

Golda you got to try these things

called Potato chips, they are so

delicious.

Golda walks over to Skippy and Brendon.

GOLDA ZEVEL

Wow...I didn’t realize that you can

turn a garbage truck into an RV.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

(smiles)

Come on Golda pull up a beanbag

chair.

Golda sits down onto a beanbag chair. Brendon looks at Golda

and then GIGGLES.

BRENDON

Golda, that’s not a beanbag

chair...It’s a garbage bag.

Golda stands up off of the garbage bag and garbage water

DRIPS off of her dress.

GOLDA ZEVEL

(grossed out)

Eww!!!

CUT TO

EXT. ROYALRON AIRBASE DAYTIME

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Meanwhile at the

Royalron Airbase a limo drives up to a large hovercraft. The

limo stops in front of the hovercraft, and the backdoor to

the limo OPENS.

Julie comes out from the back of the limo and walks up to

the hovercraft.

Coming out from the hovercraft are TUCKER TAKER in his 50’s,

African American, smart, wise, clever, caring, has brown

eyes and black spiky hair, CHRIS CLAW in his 40’s, creative,

brave, hyper activate,edgy, has a giant crab claw on his

left arm, wears an eye patch and has long green hair, and

POPPY POPPERS in her 30’s, crazy, inventive, sassy, and

trustful, has curly blonde hair, and blue eyes, and several

ROBOTS.

Julie then walks into the hovercraft.

(CONTINUED)
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JULIE Z

Let’s get a move on shall we.

Tucker, Chris and Poppy enter into the hovercraft.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

ACT 1

FADE IN

EXT. PLAINS DAYTIME SUNNY

Meanwhile on the rock roads of the plains, the garbage truck

drives through the road, while it shakes and rattles driving

through it.

CUT TO

INT. GARBAGE LAND GARBAGE TRUCK BACK OF THE TRUCK

In the back of the garbage truck, Skippy, Brendon, Golda and

Dotty feel the shaking of the truck. Suddenly Golda SPILLS

her drink onto her lap.

She makes a disgusting look on her face.

GOLDA ZEVEL

Ewww. Do you guys have anything to

wipe this off?

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

There’s an old rag beside you.

Golda picks up the old rag and uses it to wipe the drink

slip off of her. Brendon has a odd look on his face.

BRENDON

Um Golda. You are using a dirty

rag.

GOLDA ZEVEL

EWWW!!!

Golda throws the old rag against the wall, causing it to

SPLAT against the wall.

(CONTINUED)
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GOLDA ZEVEL

Who keeps a sweaty old rag in here?

BRENDON

We do. That rag used to belong to

an oly friend of ours, Rusty Dusty.

GOLDA ZEVEL

Who’s he?

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Rusty Dusty he used to be the

mechanic down at the Garbage

Lands.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. GARBAGE LANDS 11 YEARS AGO (FLASHBACK)

HAPPY JUNKYARD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 11 years

ago RUSTY DUSTY in his 70’s, activate, creative, handy,

positive,has a grey beard and orange eyes, is TIGHTENING a

bolt on a machine.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY (V.O)

He created most of the machines

around the Garbage Lands.

5 year old SKIPPY MCDUSTY and 5 year old BRENDON walk over

to Rusty with smiles on their faces. Rusty uses his rag to

wipe the sweat off of his face. He smiles at 5 year old

Skippy and Brendon.

BRENDON (V.O)

Rusty Dusty used to work for this

wealthy person all the way at the

top of Topolis.

Rusty pulls down a leaver on an electric poll, causing the

fan to turn on and BLOW WIND in the other hobos’ faces.

RETURN TO SCENE

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Rusty made an electric generator

out of an old microwave and a

couple of solar panels, a water

desalination machine out of a

couple vacuums and a blender.

(CONTINUED)
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BRENDON

(smiles)

And he turned this garbage truck in

an RV.

DOTTY

So what happened to him?

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

He died from dehydration while

working a special project during

the hottest summer a couple of

years ago.

GOLDA ZEVEL

I feel so sorry for your lost of

your friend.

BRENDON

(smiles)

But we remember through his

inventions. Like a massage chair he

made for us.

GOLDA ZEVEL

(excited)

Owww really, a massage chair?

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Yeah it’s in the corner.

Golda leaps out of the bean bag chair and leaps into the

massage chair. Golda presses a button on the chair causing

it CLICK, but nothing happen. She presses again causing it

to CLICK, but the massage chair stayed off.

GOLDA ZEVEL

It’s not turning on.

BRENDON

Must be the batteries.

DOTTY

It runs on batteries?

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Yes, but there is also this little

treadmill attached to it.

Golda looks at the little treadmill hooked up to the massage

chair.

(CONTINUED)
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GOLDA ZEVEL

Dotty be a good boy and run on the

treadmill to power up the massage

chair.

DOTTY

Fine.

Dotty runs up and hops onto the treadmill and start running

on it, causing the massage chair to VIBRATE.

JEFFERY JEFFERSON(O.S)

Hey kids how about you take a look

out through the windows and see the

fabulous sites.

CUT TO

EXT/INT ABANDON CITY STREETS DAYTIME SUNNY

ABANDON CITY STREETS

Skippy and Brendon look through the windows and see the

empty streets of an abandon city they are going through.

SAD THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the

abandon city, there are white and pail mexican style

buildings. BIRDS FLY off of the buildings, and several

tumbleweeds BLOW through the city.

GARBAGE TRUCK RV

Skippy and Brendon have quiet looks on their faces, while

passing through the city.

BRENDON

What happened here?

GOLDA ZEVEL

(vibrating on the massage

chair)

What....I thought you guys grew up

down here.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

We grew up in the Garbage Lands.

DOTTY

And I thought that this place is an

expansion of the Garbage Lands.

(CONTINUED)
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BRENDON

The pains are not part of the

Garbage Lands.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

This is our first time outside of

the Garbage Lands.

Dotty trips and falls off of the treadmill and SLAMS against

the wall.

GOLDA ZEVEL

Wait, you never stepped foot out of

the Garbage Lands?

BRENDON

We’ve never stepped outside of the

Garbage Lands since we were kids.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

This is all new to us. We spent all

of our life in the Garbage Land we

never see the rest of this country.

JEFFERY JEFFERSON(O.S)

How about we step out of the truck

and explore the place.

CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON TOWN MAIN STREET

The Garbage truck stops in the center of main street.

Skippy, Brendon, Jeffery, Golda and Dotty get out of the

truck and look around the empty streets of the Abandon Town.

Tumbleweeds BLOW pass them, and a street lamp falls onto the

ground.

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

What happened here?

BRENDON

Maybe everyone got board of this

place and moved out.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

I don’t know about that. Look

through all of the store windows,

they are still filled with

displays.

(CONTINUED)
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They walk up to the store windows. The window displays are

covered in dust and cobwebs.

BRENDON

Wow if this town is abandon, why

are there still things here?

DOTTY

Maybe they are in a hurry and they

forgot to pack their things.

GOLDA ZEVEL

If they are in a hurry, why are

their cars here?

Golda points into the distance where a bunch of cars are

parked in the parking lot.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

I don’t know, but I think that

they’ve been abducted by aliens.

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

What makes you think of that?

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Because of that.

Skippy points into the sky. EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC

IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly a Hovercraft HOVERS down from

the sky. WIND BLOWS from the hovercraft and Skippy, Brendon,

Jeffery and Golda cover their faces from the flying dirt.

BRENDON

What is that?

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

It’s an alien spacecraft.

GOLDA ZEVEL

No it’s not, it’s my....

BRENDON

It’s your alien spaceship!!

GOLDA ZEVEL

As if. If I was an alien I shall

suck your brains through bendy

straws.

DOTTY

Sucking brains through bendy

straws? That’s got to be hard to

do.

(CONTINUED)
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The Hovercraft lands down onto the ground. The doors to the

Hovercraft OPENS and STEAM comes out from hovercraft.

SHADOWY FIGURES appear in the open door of the hovercraft.

Brendon looks worried, and out from the shadows comes out

Julie, Chris, Tucker, and Poppy come out from the

hovercraft.

BRENDON

(begging)

Please don’t suck out my brain,

suck out the old man’s brain, he

has more knowledge then I do.

Jeffery looks disgusted.

JULIE Z

Oh please we are not here to take

away your brains, we are here for

them.

Julie points her finger at Golda and Dotty.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

You know them ?

GOLDA ZEVEL

Yes they do, they are...

JULIE Z

(interrupts)

They are coming with us.

Julie, Chris, Poppy and Tucker walk up to Golda and Dotty.

Skippy comes in front of them and goes into his fighting

stances.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

(serious)

Oh no, we are taking them home, and

you’re not taking them anywhere

else.

Julie’s golden scar GLOWS and her nails GLOW GOLD.

JULIE Z

(smile evilly)

We will see about that.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Julie FIRES GOLD

LASERS out from her fingers at Skippy. Skippy uses his SLIME

POWERS to MAKE a SLIME SHIELD to APPEAR out from his hands,

causing the gold lasers to bounce off of his slime shield.

(CONTINUED)
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Slime APPEARS from under Skippy’s feet and he BOUNCES up

into the air. Skippy FIRES SLIME down onto Julie and the

others.

CHRIS CLAW

Hey Julie, allow me to take a swing

at this kid.

Chris MORPH his hands into BIG CLAWS. He leaps into the air

and throws a claw swing at Skippy. Skippy gets hit by the

claw strike and CRASHES into a wall.

POPPY POPPERS

(smiles evilly)

Now that the kids is knocked out

let me finish him off.

Poppy’s hands SHINE YELLOW and she FIRES ENERGY BALLS come

out from her hands. Poppy throws her energy balls at Skippy.

Skippy wakes up from being unconscious and dodges the

incoming energy balls.

The energy balls hit by the wall of the building, causing

them to EXPLODE on impact. Skippy SKIDS to a stop and FORMS

his SLIME into a sword. Skippy charges at Poppy, but Chris

comes in front of her and blocks the sword swing by catching

it with his claws.

Brendon throws a flying jump kick at Chris, hitting him and

causing him to stumble backwards. Brandon throws punches and

kicks at Chris, hitting and kicking him all over his body.

BRENDON

(to Golda)

Do you like my moves?

GOLDA ZEVEL

They look good.

Brendon has a goofy smile on his face. Suddenly Chris kicks

Brendon down to the ground. Poppy turns his attention to

Tucker.

POPPY POPPERS

Are you going to join the fight?

TUCKER TAKER

I refuse to fight children like

these.

POPPY POPPERS

Fine...More fun for me.

(CONTINUED)
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Poppy FIRES ENERGY BALLS out of her hands at Skippy. Skippy

uses his SLIME POWERS to create a SHIELD, causing the energy

balls to BOUNCE off of the shield and FLY upward into the

air.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

I couldn’t agree more.

Skippy uses his SLIME POWERS to create CANNON ARMS and FIRES

SLIME BALLS out of the cannon arms at Chris and Poppy. They

both dodge the attack, and Julie FIRES GOLD BEAMS out of her

hands at Skippy. Skippy gets hit by the gold beams, causing

him to fall to the ground.

Poppy FIRES ENERGY BALLS at Jeffery and Brandon. They dodge

the attack, as the energy balls hit a building behind them

making it EXPLODE.

Skippy makes SLIME to APPEAR on his shoes and BOUNCES into

the air. Skippy FIRES SLIME ROPES out of his wrists down at

Poppy. Poppy dodges the slime ropes and then FIRES ENERGY

BALLS at Skippy, hitting him causing him to GRUNT and fall

to the ground.

Skippy leaps up off of the ground, and suddenly Chris throws

a punch Skippy, hitting him in the head and causing him to

stumble backwards and fall to the ground.

CHRIS CLAW

(to Skippy)

Sorry, but we need to take this

young lady and her dog back to the

top of Topolis.

Chris grabs Golda and Dotty and carries them over his

shoulders.

GOLDA ZEVEL

Hey let go of me, do you know who I

am?

CHRIS CLAW

Sorry, but we’re taking you back to

the top.

Chris runs into the hovercraft. Skipper sits up from the

ground, and has a shocked look on his face seeing Golda and

Dotty are carried into the hovercraft.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Oh no!!!

FADE TO BLACK

(CONTINUED)
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END OF ACT 1

FADE IN

ACT 2

SUSPENSEFUL OMINOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Skippy leaps up off of the ground, and charges over to the

hovercraft.

Suddenly an energy ball hits Skippy, causing it to EXPLODE

on him and making him FLY through the air. Skippy CRASHES

onto a wooden bench, and Jeffery and Brendon run over to

him.

The hovercraft’s engines ROAR and the hovercraft starts to

HOVER into the air. WIND from the hovercraft BLOWS DUST

through the air, hitting Skippy, Jeffery and Brendon.

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

They are getting away with Golda

and Dotty.

BRENDON

What?! I can’t hear you due to the

wind from the hovercraft.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

I’ll get them.

Skippy FIRES SLIMY ROPES out of his hands at the hovercraft.

The slimy ropes hit the hovercraft, and Skippy holds onto

the rope and climbs up towards the hovercraft.

CUT TO

INT. ROYALROM HOVERCRAFT MOVING

Poppy sees that Skippy is climbing the slimy ropes up to the

hovercraft. Julie and Poppy are stunned and Poppy presses a

button on the control panel.

CUT TO

INT.MADAM Z’S MANSION THRONE ROOM

Back up in Royalron, Madam Z is having her tea. Suddenly a

PROJECTION of Poppy and Julie appears in front of Madam Z.

Madam Z has an odd look on her face. She puts down her tea

cup to pay attention to Poppy.

(CONTINUED)
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MADAM Z

Report.

JULIE Z

Madam Z we have Golda and Dotty,

we’re on our way back as we speak.

MADAM Z

(glad)

That’s wonderful.

(serious)

What’s the bad news?

POPPY POPPERS

This dirty guy with slime powers,

uses his slime powers to shoot rope

onto our hovercraft, now he is

climbing upward to get to us.

(psychopathic)

Do you want me to blow them up with

my balls?

MADAM Z

No, cut the ropes, and allow me to

do the rest.

The projection of Poppy and Julie DISAPPEARS, and Madam Z

stands up from her throne.

CUT TO

EXT. ROYALRON HOVERCRAFT MOVING

Skippy continues to climb up on the ropes to get to the

hovercraft.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

I’m almost there. Don’t worry Golda

and Dotty, I’m coming for you

guys!!!

Suddenly buzz saws APPEAR out of the hovercraft, and cuts

Skippy’s slime ropes. Skippy falls from the hovercraft and

SCREAMS as he falls towards the ground.

CUT TO
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EXT. ABANDON TOWN MAIN STREET

Jeffery and Brendon look up to the sky as Skippy falls

towards the ground. Skippy uses his SLIME POWERS to make a

SLIME SLIDE, and slides down on the slide.

Skippy slides to the end of the slime slide and leaps off of

the slime and lands on the ground. Jeffery and Brendon smile

and run over to him.

CUT TO

EXT. MADAM Z’S MANSION BALCONY CLOUDY

TENSE OMINOUS EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The

glass balcony doors open. Madam Z walks out of the mansion

and onto the balcony.

She walks to the edge of the balcony, and looks up into the

cloudy sky. Madam Z turns her attention to a tablet that her

butler is holding in front of her.

TABLET

Madam Z watches some footage from the abandon town on the

tablet. Brendon and Jeffery are glad that Skippy is alright.

MADAM Z

3 hobos from the

Garbagelands....When will the poor

learn...YOU CAN’T REACH THE TOP!!!

Madam Z raises her left hand in the air and it GLOWS GOLD.

MADAM Z

GOLD METEOR SHOWER!!!

GOLDEN METEORITES ZOOM down from the sky, all the way

towards the bottom of the mountain. Madam Z smiles evilly

while she is on the balcony.

CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON TOWN MAIN STREETS

Skippy, Brendon and Jeffery are walking towards the RV.

Skippy looks up into the sky with a serious look on his

face.

Jeffery and Brendon turn their attention to Skippy wondering

what’s going on with him.

(CONTINUED)
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JEFFERY JEFFERSON

Skippy...Are you going to try to

save Golda and Dotty again?

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Yes, we made an oath, and we’re

going to stick to that oath.

BRENDON

You are darn right. Let’s go save

Golda and Dotty, and hope that

Golda likes me and goes on a date

with me. Hopefully nothing bad will

happen to stop us.

OMINOUS TENSE DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Suddenly a golden meteorite CRASHES down near them, causing

it to make a curator on impact.

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

What in the world?

Skippy, Brendon and Jeffery look up into the sky as more

golden meteorites come falling down from the sky. A golden

meteorite falls onto an abandon building, causing it to be

SMASHED into pieces.

Skippy, Brendon and Jeffery are surprise and shocked that

the meteorites are coming down from the sky.

1 of the meteorites CRASH onto the RV, causing it to

EXPLODE. Skippy, Brendon and Jeffery are shocked, and they

run for cover to get away from the golden meteorites.

Up in the sky above the abandon town the Hovercraft dodges

the falling meteorites as they ZOOM at super sonic speed

while trying to fly upward towards the mountain.

CUT TO

INT. ROYALROM HOVERCRAFT MOVING

In the hovercraft, Julie is struggles to steer it, while it

SHAKES. Poppy, Chris and Tucker fall into the cockpit from

the shaking of the hovercraft.

TUCKER TAKER

Could Madam Z use her meteor attack

after we get back to the top?

(CONTINUED)
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CHRIS CLAW

(shaking)

She is a selfish spoiled rich lady

who only cares about herself.

POPPY POPPERS

(mad)

HEY DON’T YOU DARE SAY THAT ABOUT

MADAM Z!!!

The Hovercraft SHAKES and Tucker, Julie, Chris and Poppy

bounce up into the air and fall onto the floor.

CUT TO

INT. ROYALROM HOVERCRAFT BACKROOM MOVING

Golda and Dotty are in the backroom of the hovercraft. They

feel the shaking of the hovercraft. Golda GRUNTS while being

bounced up and down in her seat.

Dotty launches out of the seat that Golda is in and SLAMS

into the wall. Dotty SLIDES down the wall and feels dizzy

from slamming into the wall.

GOLDA ZEVEL

Are you alright?

DOTTY

(feeling dizzy)

I’m alright I’m inde

Dotty collapses onto the floor.

CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON TOWN MAIN STREET

The golden meteorites continue to fall down from the sky and

hit the abandon buildings of the town SMASHING them into

pieces.

Skippy, Brendon and Jeffery continue to dodge the incoming

meteorites as they CRASH onto the ground. They duck for

cover under some debris.

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

My word golden meteorite these

belong to Madam Z.

(CONTINUED)
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SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Who’s she?

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

She is the wealthiest woman in the

world and ruler on top of Topolis.

She is also a deadly woman, having

golden slime powers. She manipulate

and creates golden theme attacks,

like the golden meteorites that are

falling from the sky as we speak.

BRENDON

If she is the ruler on top of

Topolis, should those guys that

took Golda and Dotty away tell her

to stop?

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

I believe not.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

(mad)

Looks like I have to stop this for

us.

GREEN SLIME APPEARS from underneath Skippy’s feet. He

BOUNCES up into the air and FLIES into the sky. Skippy

BOUNCES off of the falling meteorites upward towards the

hovercraft.

CUT TO

INT. ROYALROM HOVERCRAFT

Skippy SLAMS against the windshield of the hovercraft and

pushes his face against the windshield. Julie, Tucker, Chris

and Poppy see that Skippy is on the windshield of the

hovercraft.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Give Golda and Dotty back.

POPPY POPPERS

(mad)

Hey you get off our windshield!!!

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

But first give me back Golda and

Dotty back, we’ve made an oath!!!

(CONTINUED)
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JULIE Z

What Oath?

Suddenly a LOAD BANG comes out and the hovercraft starts to

SPIN and falls towards the ground.

CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON TOWN MAIN STREETS

The Royalron Hovercraft SPINS while falling towards the

ground. The Royalron Hovercraft CRASHES and SLIDES on the

ground.

Jeffery and Brendon run over towards the hovercraft. Skippy

pushes himself off of the windshield of the hovercraft and

falls onto the ground.

Skippy uses his SLIME POWERS to form a SLIME AXE on his left

arm. He swings his axe arm onto the hovercraft. Suddenly the

hovercraft door OPENS making Skippy stop his axe swing.

TENSE EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Julie, Chris,

Poppy and Tucker come out of the hovercraft. Poppy and Julie

has angry looks on their faces and march towards Skippy.

JULIE AND POPPY

(together)

You got some nerve to knock down

our hovercraft!!!.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

(panics)

I didn’t do it. I was the

meteorite’s fault.

POPPY POPPERS

(mad)

Who cares!!!

JULIE Z

(mad)

We’re going to kick your butt

now!!!

Julie FIRES GOLDEN ENERGY BEAMS out of her hands at Skippy.

Skippy dodges the golden energy beams and uses his SLIME

POWERS to create a WAVE OF SLIME and hits Julie, Poppy,

Chris and Tucker away from the hovercraft.

(CONTINUED)
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BRENDON

(shouts)

Golda...Dotty!!! Are you alright?

Golda and Dotty climb out of the hovercraft feeling dizzy.

GOLDA ZEVEL

(feeling dizzy)

We’re fine...Why is everything so

shakey?

Poppy FIRES ENERGY BALLS at Skippy. Skippy STRETCHES some

slime in front of him to bounce the energy balls off of it.

Skippy throws a flying turning kick at Poppy hitting her in

the shines and Julie FIRES a GOLDEN LASER BEAM out of her

finger.

Skippy, Jeffery and Brandon dodge the attack at the laser

beam hits an abandon building making it EXPLODE.

BRENDON

(freaks out)

That was close.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Listen we made an oath to return

them back to the top and we never

break that oath.

TUCKER TAKER

Oath? What Oath?

CLASSICAL FUNNY MILITARY MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Skippy and

Brendon walk over to some garbage bags and open them up.

SKIPPY AND BRENDON

(together)

Poor some garbage on your head.

They poor the garbage from the bags onto their heads and

then dance in a wacky style.

SKIPPY AND BRENDON

(together)

Dance around like a maniac.

They pick up a pair boots and SNIFFS them.

SKIPPY AND BRENDON

(together)

Sniff a pair of stinky boots and

don’t forget to toot.

Skippy and Brendon both FART.

(CONTINUED)
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SKIPPY AND BRENDON

(together)

Our oath is kept until it’s

through.

Julie, Chris, Tucker and Poppy are all disgusted and

speechless from the oath that Skippy and Brendon made.

POPPY POPPERS

These people are crazy.

JULIE Z

Must be the smell from the Garbage

Lands that made them crazy.

POPPY POPPERS

Who cares. Time to hurt

them...Again.

TENSE ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Poppy makes

ENERGY BALLS to FLOAT into the air and surrounds Skippy,

Brendon and Jeffery. She SNAPS her fingers and make the

energy balls EXPLODE around them.

The Smoke CLEARS and Skippy, Brendon and Jeffery are

protected from the explosion with a slime barrier. Skippy

uses his slime powers to BREAK the slime barrier off of him,

Brendon and Jeffery.

Chris FIRES LASERS out of his claw at Skippy, Jeffery and

Brendon. Skippy uses his SLIME POWERS to STRETCH some slime

in his hands to REFLECT the lasers off of it.

Skippy throws a flying jump kick at Chris, hitting him in

the chest and throws an elbow strike hitting Chris in the

face, and judo throws him onto the ground.

Tucker tackles Skippy to the ground, but Skippy leaps over

him and WHIPS his SLIME around Tucker. He swings his slime

wrapped around Tucker and slams him onto the ground.

Chris leaps off of the ground, and Jeffery throws a punch

ant kick at Chris.

CHRIS CLAW

I don’t want to hurt you sir, but

the big lady at the stop wants me

to hurt you.

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

You will not hurt me at this

moment.

(CONTINUED)
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Jeffery pinches Chris on the neck, causing him to collapse

to the ground.

Brendon walks over to Golda and Dotty and help them up off

of the ground.

BRENDON

(to Golda and Dotty)

Come with us we’re talking you back

home.

GOLDA ZEVEL

Yeah about that...

POPPY POPPERS

(interrupts)

She’s coming back home with us, not

you hobos.

Poppy FIRES ENERGY BALLS out of her hands at Brendon,

hitting him and causing it to EXPLODE. The smoke CLEARS and

Brendon, Golda and Dotty all have curly hair from the

explosion.

GOLDA ZEVEL

(freaks out)

Curly hair!!! I HATE HAVING CURLY

HAIR

BRENDON

I think it’s pretty on you.

GOLDA ZEVEL

As if. I look like a curly haired

hillbilly.

DOTTY

And I look like a miniature poodle.

Julie FIRES GOLDEN LASER BEAMS out of her hands at Brendon.

Brendon dodges the laser fire and grabs Golda and Dotty to

get away from the hovercraft. Julie FIRES more laser beams

to hit Brendon, but he dodges it them and they hit the

hovercraft, causing it to EXPLODE.

Poppy and Julie are speechless of the destroyed hovercraft.

POPPY POPPERS

(mad at Julie)

SERIOUSLY!!!

(CONTINUED)
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JULIE Z

It was an accident!!!

POPPY POPPERS

(mad)

No it’s not, that was our only way

home.

BRENDON

(smiles)

And it’s our advantage to take

Golda and Dotty home.

Poppy and Julie are mad at Brendon and FIRES GOLDEN LASERS

and ENERGY BALLS at him. Suddenly Skippy leap in front of

him and uses his SLIME to BOUNCE the LASER FIRE and ENERGY

BALLS off of it and upward into the air.

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

Come on let’s get out of here.

Skippy uses his SLIME POWERS to CREATE GREEN MIST. Chris,

Tucker, Poppy and Julie are confuse my the green mist and

get surrounded by it.

TUCKER TAKER

Green mist? This kid has some

unique slime abilities.

The green mist CLEARS and green ice appears on Chris’s,

Tucker’s Poppy’s and Julie’s legs. They struggle to break

free from the green ice.

CHRIS CLAW

Green ice? You’re right Tucker this

kid has unique slime powers.

CUT TO

EXT. PLAINS DIRTY PATH OUTSKIRTS OF ABANDON TOWN

MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Meanwhile on the

outskirts of the abandon town Skippy, Brendon and Jeffery

are wearing backpacks and and walking on the dirty path on

the outskirts of the abandon town along with Golda and

Dotty.

They turn back to see the destroyed town with SMOKE coming

out from the destroyed buildings. They continue walking

along the dirty path and Golda starts to SWEAT and feel

tired.

(CONTINUED)
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GOLDA ZEVEL

(feeling tired)

I’m so tired right now...How much

longer?

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

We just have to climb the mountain.

Which it’s very, very, very tall.

GOLDA ZEVEL

(upset)

Oh man!!!

SKIPPY MCDUSTY

(smiles)

Don’t worry you 2 are with us. And

you can see all of the other

classes of society in Topolis.

GOLDA ZEVEL

(mad)

I would rather go back home on the

hovercraft, but no Julie

accidentally destroyed it.

BRENDON

(to Golda)

Golda, just think about this as an

experience for you.

DOTTY

He has a point about that.

JEFFERY JEFFERSON

And by the time you know it, you’ll

be back home in no time.

CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON TOWN MAIN STREETS

OMINOUS EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Meanwhile

back at the abandon town Chris, Tucker, Poppy and Julie are

salvaging their stuff from the destroyed hovercraft.

Suddenly Julie’s bracelet starts beeping. She presses a

button on it and a HOLOGRAM PROJECTION of Madam Z appears

out of her bracelet.

MADAM Z

I saw from the mansion that you

failed to get Golda and her dog

back home.

(CONTINUED)
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JULIE Z

(guilty)

It was an utter failure, and I am

sorry.

MADAM Z

Sorry for destroying the only way

back home. I would rather not

accept your apology. So you and the

others have to find another way

home.

JULIE Z

(upset)

What?! You can’t do that to us. I

mean destroying the hovercraft was

an accident. I swear we shall take

down those jerks who took Golda and

her mutt and bring them back home.

Madam smirks as she is impressed.

MADAM Z

Very well. I shall send you some

equipment, a road vehicle and an

army of robots tomorrow. Toodleoo.

The hologram of Madam Z TURNS OFF. Julie looks up into the

sky with a serious look on her face.


